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The Worty Clinic
by Dr. Geo. W. Crane

Herbert Hoover's simple strategy fooled the Ger-

mans and let him smuggle London newspapers into Bel-

gium in World War I. Maybe this same tendency to ig-

nore the obvious is what has held cancer treatment back
For we strain to concoct fancy drugs to

burn cancer cells, but still 1,000 die daily despite such
for 66 years.

treatment!

CASE Q-596: Herbert Hoover was Food Administrator

during World War I.
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It *-'*- that our bodes

manufacture an anti-cancer

substance that he calls Carca-
lon, which keeps most of us
cancer-free in our youth.

But ny mice age, our bod-

ies no longer make enough, so
tumors develop.

He now treats cancer much

as we medics handle severe
diabetes. For ‘Dr. Ivy injects
enough Carcalon hormone
from horse blood to keep the
cancer victims healthy, much
as we inject insulin to give

Being a Quaker, and highly respected by the Germans, diabetics a normal blood sug-

he was permitted to go back and forth from London to Ger- ar Jevel.

man occupied territory.

Some of his aides in Belg-

ium expressed a great desire

to see the London newspa-
pers.

So they asked Mr. Hoover
if he could possibly bring
some copies back.

Mr, Hoover agreed to try.
But when he was ready to

pondered
how he could get the Ger-
mans to let London newspa-

leave London, he

pers cross the German lines,
Then he hit upon a possible §&

solution, relying on tne fact §&

that people are often fooled
by the obvious.

So he carefully packed his §
suitcase, leaving a pair of rub-
ber overshoes till the last.
Then he wrapped one over-

shoe in a London newspaper
and lad it on top of his
clothes.
He did the same for the J

second overshoe.

When he reached Begium
the Germans immediately
pounded on his suitcase and
unwrapped the overshoes,
carefully inspecting them to
see if any secret notes were Ed
hidden in any slits in the 8
rubber soles.

Finding nothing, the Ger-
mans encased those overshoes
in the same London papers,
which the

nored as being merely conven-

ient wrapping paper.
This same tendency to ig-

nore the obvious and seek in-

tricate new drugs, may be

what has held up the cure of
cancer,

Dr. A. C. Ivy, world fam-
ous physiologist, points out

that there has been no signifi-
cant improvement in the
TREATMENT of cancer in 66
years!

For back in 1905, we used
surgery and irradiation, as by
X-ray, and those are the two #

major forms of attack even
today.

But thousands of fancy
drugs are being tested in the
hope of burning the cancer
cells, though this treatment
often makes the patient sick
and may not lengthen his life-
span.
For 1,000 people still die

every day in the U, S. from
cancer and in our best hospit-
als!

Recently, surgeons have
even begun to debate the

wisdom of radical mastectom-
ies, which involve removal of
a woman’s cancerous breast,
plus underlying muscles and

the lymph glands or nodes in

the adjacent armpit.

But both methods are palli-
Dr. Ivy's theory of cancer tive!
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mental approach, since it may
go to the root of the problem
For our glands need trace

chemicals to produce their
healthful secretions.

If we short ration them on
raw materials, obviously they
must reduce their secretions,
maybe to the point of cancer,
diabetes, etc.

So send for my booklet
“The Ocean's 44 Trace Chem-
icals,” enclosing a long stamp-
ed, return envelope, plus 25c.

Study it!
(Always write to Dr. Crane

in care of this newspaper, en-

closing a long stamped, ad-
dressed envelope and 25¢ to
cover {typing and printing
costs when you send for one
of his booklets.)
for work!

After the cornerstone was
laid, it took 37 years to dedi-
cate the Washington Monu-
ment.

 

 

 

see this and many more in
our 2nd floor showroom 
PLUMBING&
HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING

is now confirmed by leading
cancer research labs all over
America.

So the use of the water-so-
luble trace chemicals of the

ocean may be a more funda-

» Pumps ® Sheet Metal » Softeners
Box 11 East Petersburg Po. Cor. Rod Rd.& Rt. 72

Phone 898-2628
 

 

Germans had ig-

 
 

   

 

  All you need

TO BE CERTAIN YOUR CHILD WILL HAVE THE

FUNDS WHEN COLLEGE TIME ROLLS AROUND

. START SAVING NOW, NO MATTER WHAT

NUMBER OF YEARS ARE LEFT. REMEMBER,

TOO, YOUR SAVINGS CAN BE THE CONER-

STONE OF YOUR EDUCATIONAL FINANCE

Make a good education better.

  
  

Open a savings 2ocount today.
PROGRAM WITH LOANS ANDSCHOLARSHIP

MONEY ALWAYS A FUTURE POSSIBILITY. IT'S

. AND THIS IS A PARTICU-

LARLY GOOD MONTH TO GET STARTED. WE
HAVE A NUMBER OF SAVINGS PLANS FOR

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS AND OTHER GOALS.

NONE TOO SOON ..

 

   

 

UNION NATIONAL

MOUNT JOY BANK
MOUNT JOY, PA. .

 
MAYTOWN, PA.
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